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Abstract
Background: The aim of this study was to investigate the effectiveness of different types of verbal feedback in learning a backward roll. Material/Methods: The study included 29 participants aged 6-8 years who attended acrobatic gymnastics classes. They were randomly assigned to 3 groups. An experiment and experts’ evaluation were the main research methods. During the experiment the study participants were taught a backward roll. The experts evaluated the backward roll performance at the beginning (pre-test) and at the end (post-test) of the experiment as well as one week after the experiment (retention). Results: When teaching and learning the backward roll, an increase in mean values was noted in the post-test, with the highest increase in group P (16.7%). In the retention test, the highest increase was found in group E (16.2%), whereas the lowest one was observed in group P (15.2%) (p > 0.05). Conclusions: 1. Verbal feedback on errors proved the most effective in the process of learning the backward roll. 2. At early stages of learning, too much verbal feedback usually disturbs and hinders the process of acrobatic skill acquisition. 3. Further research is necessary to determine principles of teaching and learning simple and complex motor skills.
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abstract

Background
The aim of this study was to investigate the effectiveness of different types of verbal feedback in learning a backward roll.

Material/Methods
The study included 29 participants aged 6-8 years who attended acrobatic gymnastics classes. They were randomly assigned to 3 groups. An experiment and judges’ ratings were the main research methods. During the experiment the study participants were taught a backward roll. The experts evaluated the backward roll performance at the beginning (pre-test) and at the end (post-test) of the experiment as well as one week after the experiment (retention-test).

Results
When teaching and learning the backward roll, an increase in mean values was noted in the post-test, with the highest increase in group P (16.7%). In the retention test, the highest increase was found in group E (16.2%), whereas the lowest one was observed in group P (15.2%) (p > 0.05).

Conclusions
1. Verbal feedback on errors proved the most effective in the process of learning the backward roll.
2. At early stages of learning, too much verbal feedback usually disturbs and hinders the process of acrobatic skill acquisition.
3. Further research is necessary to determine principles of teaching and learning simple and complex motor skills.
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INTRODUCTION

Acrobatic gymnastics is one of the sports that demonstrate high complexity of exercises and links between them as well as routines. The process of motor teaching and learning plays a significant role, as it should be oriented at shaping motor habits of particular exercises and developing their profiles that are necessary at further training stages. In order for the process of teaching and learning to be effective, training loads should be adjusted to acrobats’ levels of development, and the progress made should be controlled and evaluated [1, 2]. This is possible owing to various indices that ought to be selected according to young sports people’s levels of psychomotor development [3, 4].

The process of teaching and learning motor skills has been analysed by a number of researchers [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11]. For many years teaching theories have been verified and improved, and it has also been checked which ones will be the most effective in the learning process in sports with complex movement structure. The cognitive theory is said to be one of the leading theories. Currently, it plays the most important role in the process of teaching and learning motor skills. Extrinsic feedback is the foundation of this process. According to a lot of authors [12, 13], feedback provided after performing a motor skill is significant in the process of motor teaching and learning. It was found that limiting the frequency of extrinsic feedback to some trials only or delaying it exerted a positive influence on learning effectiveness. This is explained by the fact that learners are forced to activate intrinsic feedback that allows them to identify and correct errors [14]. It was agreed that a set of five trials (followed by overall feedback) is the most beneficial number of repetitions in teaching and learning motor skills. However, motor skills differ in terms of complexity. Therefore, it is not the optimal number for all motor skills. It was revealed that together with an increase in task complexity, the number of trials followed by feedback decreased [15].

Over the years attempts have been made at determining the influence of feedback on the effectiveness of teaching and learning complex motor skills [16, 17, 18]. Verbal, visual and verbal-visual types of feedback have been investigated. Landin [19] revealed that verbal cues contributed to considerably faster motor skill acquisition because the instructor focused on those aspects of movement that could be omitted when visual feedback was provided. There is a scarcity of evidence regarding which of the following types of verbal feedback is the most effective in the motor learning process: feedback on errors, on performance correctness or on errors and performance correctness combined.

The research carried out so far has usually concerned less complex motor skills. It was found that verbal feedback facilitated new motor skill acquisition [19]. Others added that verbal feedback on errors noted in a motor task followed by cues on how to correct them generated positive outcomes at an initial stage of learning [20]. It was also revealed that feedback on correct motor task performance was effective in non-specific tasks [21]. However, there is no hard evidence showing which type of feedback is the most effective. Due to the fact that each motor skill performance is different, the same type of verbal feedback cannot be used in all situations. Moreover, feedback provided in simple tasks should not be used in complex tasks [22].
There are insufficient data on the effectiveness of different types of feedback in tasks with complex movement structure. It was observed that too much extrinsic feedback was not beneficial as, when no such feedback was provided, the learner was incapable of making use of intrinsic feedback [23]. Furthermore, researchers highlight the fact that less feedback information affects the stability of learning outcomes [24]. Zatoń [12] revealed that in order to reduce the number of errors made when performing motor tasks, it is necessary to limit verbal feedback to single words or simple sentences. In turn, Dybińska [25] stated that concise verbal feedback may be useful when learning motor skills but it may also hinder this process. Laguna [17] emphasised that the choice of the most effective types of feedback was task-specific.

To comprehend the process of motor teaching and learning better, further research on the effectiveness of different types of feedback with a special focus on verbal cues is needed.

Therefore, the aim of this study was to investigate the effectiveness of different types of verbal feedback in learning a backward roll.

**Material and Methods**

Twenty nine children aged 6-8 years attending acrobatic gymnastics classes at the ‘Żak’ School Sports Club in Biala Podlaska took part in the study. They were randomly assigned to 3 groups. The first group (height 128.5 ±8.5 cm; weight 28 ±6.2 kg; age 7.3 ±1.3 yrs) consisted of nine persons (n = 9). The second group (height 126.5 ±5.5 cm; weight 25 ±4.9 kg; age 7.5 ±1.2 yrs) included ten subjects (n = 10), and the third group (height 128 ±4 cm; weight 24 ±4.1 kg; age 7.5 ±0.5 yrs) consisted of ten study participants (n = 10). The children under investigation were at an early stage of acrobatic training. They were already able to perform the forward roll with the supported squat as the initial and final position. Prior to teaching these elements, large muscle group strengthening exercises and flexibility exercises were implemented.

An experiment and judges’ ratings were the main research methods. A 4-week experiment was carried out, during which the participants learnt a backward roll with the supported squat as the initial and final position. Training sessions took place three times a week and lasted 90 minutes each. After a group warm-up, the children were individually taught a new acrobatic element. During each session they performed three sets of five repetitions. After each set the groups were provided with different types of verbal feedback. The first group received verbal feedback on errors committed when performing the backward roll (group E). The second group was given feedback on task performance correctness (group P), while the third group was provided with feedback on errors and performance correctness combined (group E-P).

The teaching of the backward roll was divided into three parts according to the phase structure of the movement: the preparatory phase, the main phase and the final phase. The analytical method of teaching the backward roll was employed. During the first session the exercise was performed by an expert and then each participant was asked to do this motor task. On this basis, the level of their technical preparation was assessed. Afterwards, the study participants were taught the backward roll according to methodological
standards described by Szot [26]. During the first six sessions basic exercises were used, e.g. a roll on one’s back from the tuck position in sitting to the tuck position in lying, L-sitting backward roll on an inclined plane with and without assistance, backward roll on the free exercise floor with assistance [26]. During the next session young acrobats performed the backward roll from the supported squat without any assistance on the free exercise floor. If necessary, additional exercises were implemented, e.g. tucking with pulling the knees to the head in a supine position [26]. According to the phase structure of the movement, during the first sessions the focus was on teaching movements in the preparatory phase. The sessions that followed were devoted to teaching elements of the main phase and improving elements of the preparatory phase. After that, the movements of the final phase were introduced and the elements of the main phase were practised. The final sessions aimed at practising the backward roll as a whole. At the end of the experiment (the last session), learning outcomes were evaluated (post-test). One week after the experiment, the retention test was carried out. The motor skill was performed five times. During the post-test and retention test no feedback was provided.

The evaluation of motor skill performance was made by three experts who were licensed judges of acrobatic gymnastics. The performed element was rated on the basis of the technical model on the scale from 1 to 10 according to the rules and regulations of the International Gymnastics Federation (FIG). The scores of the three judges were averaged. From the maximum score of 10 points, the judges deducted 0.1–0.2 pts for small errors, 0.3–0.5 pts for medium errors and 0.6–1 pts for large errors. The judges took away points for the following errors: improper head positioning, improper leg positioning (flexed knees, legs separately), no tucking, lack of performance dynamics and incorrect landing.

The Shapiro-Wilk test was used to assess the normality of distribution and the homogeneity of variance. ANOVA was employed to estimate significant differences between measurements. The level of significance was set at \( p < 0.05 \). Fisher post-hoc test was applied to assess significance of differences between mean scores. Statistical analysis of the results was carried out with Statistica programme (STATISTICA, version 12).

RESULTS

Mean scores of three groups (E, P and E–P) were analysed. Figure 1 illustrates relative increases in mean values of scores received for the execution of the backward roll in groups E, P and E–P.

In the process of learning the backward roll, the post-test revealed relative increases in mean values in groups E, P and E–P (11.6%, 16.7% and 15.3%, respectively). The differences between the groups were not significant \( (p > 0.05) \) (Tab. 1).
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One week after the experiment, the retention test revealed the greatest relative increase in group E (16.2%), whereas group P demonstrated a decrease in the mean value of scores (15.2%). The differences between groups E, P and E-P were not significant ($p > 0.05$) (Tab. 2).

The analysis of variance (ANOVA) revealed that verbal feedback on errors, correctness as well as errors and correctness combined significantly differentiated mean scores of the groups ($F = 9.386, p = 0.000001$).
DISCUSSION

The teaching and learning of motor skills is a complex process that is crucial in sport, physical education and rehabilitation. In order for the process to be more effective, researchers constantly seek teaching theories that would produce the desired learning outcomes regarding motor skills of different complexities. In recent years, the emphasis has been put on the cognitive theory, in which feedback plays a key role [12, 13, 23, 27].

Despite all the research carried out so far, there is still a scarcity of empirical evidence regarding which types and content of feedback are effective when learning complex motor skills [16, 28]. Due to the fact that feedback is considered essential in the process of teaching and learning motor skills, it has become one of the most commonly analysed variables influencing the effectiveness of learning motor skills [12, 13, 23], together with the structure of feedback provision, the structure of training [29] and the type of training. Zatoń [12] revealed that verbal cues are fundamental in the process of acquiring new motor skills. Therefore, the present study focused on this type of feedback.

The majority of studies on teaching and learning motor skills conducted to date have concerned simple tasks [21, 30]. Thus, it is hard to transfer those findings to the learning of motor skills in physical education or sport because complex structures of movement dominate in these areas. Moreover, experiments regarding the process of teaching and learning complex skills have been carried out [13, 17, 26]. However, there is still a scarcity of data on which type of feedback ought to be used most often and what content ought to be provided to the learner. This problem occurs mainly in sports with a complex structure of movement such as acrobatic gymnastics.

Thus, the findings of the present study made it possible to gain knowledge regarding the effectiveness of different types of verbal feedback when learning a complex motor skill, i.e. the backward roll. The study focused on the content of verbal feedback concerning errors, performance correctness as well as errors and correctness combined when performing this acrobatic element.

The analysis of relative increases in mean values in the backward roll performance revealed differences between mean results in groups E, P and E–P. In the post-test, the greatest relative increases in mean results were found in group P, while the smallest ones were noted in group E. Despite the differences between groups E, P and E–P, no significance was observed ($p > 0.05$). In the retention test, differences between relative increases in mean values of experts’ evaluations were found (in favour of group E). However, the differences were not significant ($p > 0.05$). Drawing on the findings, it was stated that feedback on performance correctness proved the most effective in the post-test. This may indicate that the feedback provided was not large in volume because at the initial stage of the learning process the subjects committed a considerable number of errors. This is in line with the research results which showed that too much feedback hindered the learning of motor skills [23, 31]. In turn, the retention test revealed that the best learning outcomes were seen in the group that received feedback on errors. It may point to the effect of delayed learning, during which learners had to make use of intrinsic feedback. This was possible owing to the fact that they knew what kind of errors they committed most often at an earlier stage of the learning
process [31]. A decrease in the mean score in the group receiving feedback on performance correctness may stem from the fact that the information provided was not clear, so they may not have been able to spot their own errors. The findings of the present study contradict the results obtained by Salmoni, Schmidt and Walter [23], whose studies proved that less feedback also brings about better retention of the learning outcomes.

The experiment revealed that the effectiveness of learning the backward roll depended on the type of verbal feedback provided. It may be assumed that the process of learning complex motor skills is different for each task [17, 18]. The findings are in line with Zaton’s observations [12], who claimed that key verbal cues provided when acquiring new motor skills made it possible to enhance the effectiveness of learning particularly at the initial stage of forming movement habits. Also Dybińska [25] noted that verbal feedback in the form of simple sentences or single words might be helpful in learning motor skills or might hinder this process, which is borne out by our study. Sadowski et al. [27] and Potop et al. [10] observed that, in addition to the type of feedback, it is necessary to focus on key elements of sports technique which determine the quality of complex motor task performance.

Despite the fact that the present study provided new data regarding the effectiveness of verbal feedback, the issue of motor skill learning effectiveness was not fully investigated. Therefore, further research is needed to examine and explore this aspect.

**CONCLUSIONS**

1. Verbal feedback on errors proved the most effective in the process of learning the backward roll.

2. At early stages of learning, too much verbal feedback usually disturbs and hinders the process of acrobatic skill acquisition.

3. Further research is necessary to determine principles of teaching and learning simple and complex motor skills.
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